Models involving decision variables in both discrete and continuous domain spaces are prevalent in process design. Generalized Disjunctive Programming (GDP) has emerged as a modeling framework to explicitly represent the relationship between algebraic descriptions and the logical structure of a design problem. However, fewer formulation examples exist for GDP compared to the traditional Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Programming (MINLP) modeling approach. In this paper, we propose the use of GDP as a modeling tool to organize model variants that arise due to characterization of different sections of an end-to-end process at different detail levels. We present an illustrative case study to demonstrate GDP usage for the generation of model variants catered to process synthesis integrated with purchasing and sales decisions in a techno-economic analysis. We also show how this GDP model can be used as part of a hierarchical decomposition scheme. These examples demonstrate how GDP can serve as a useful model abstraction layer for simplifying model development and upkeep, in addition to its traditional usage as a platform for advanced solution strategies.
Introduction
Mathematical programming is a powerful tool for process design and optimization, allowing the modeler to consider both continuous and discrete decisions. In process design, discrete degrees of freedom often determine topological structure (selection/activation/ordering of nodes and edges) while continuous variables determine system states such as flow rates or qualities. In the general case, these process design problems can involve nonlinear variable relationships and are addressed as Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Programming (MINLP) problems. The general form for these optimization models is given in (MINLP) . An objective function f (x, y) is minimized by selecting values for continuous variables x and integer variables y, subject to satisfying inequality constraints g(x, y) ≤ 0 and equality constraints h(x, y) = 0. In processes, the continuous variables usually represent flows, pressures, and temperatures. The integer variables are commonly 0-1 variables for the selection of units, but can also represent the number of units. The inequalities usually describe process and equipment limitations while equality constraints describe physical property relationships. An abundant literature exists for the formulation and solution of MINLP models [1] [2] [3] [4] . Particularly in chemical engineering, many models are now formulated using algebraic relationships. Such equation-oriented modeling is becoming progressively more common [5] , with differential equations used to describe temporal and spatial dynamics. For process design problems, postulation of alternatives is also an important consideration, with several approaches described in literature [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . However, even with the growth of more complex models, there has been limited emphasis on the link between algebraic relationships and model logic.
Generalized Disjunctive Programming (GDP) represents one effort to systematize the relationship between algebraic relations and logical clauses [2, 16, 17] , in pursuit of a framework to simplify both model formulation and solution of the eventual mathematical programming problem. GDP can be seen as the extension of theoretical work in disjunctive programming from the operations research community [18, 19] to formulations involving nonlinear algebraic relationships. GDP gives the modeler a mathematical framework to express high-level logical statements without needing to immediately translate them into algebraic form. The general form for GDP optimization models is given in (GDP) .
As with the MINLP formulation, an objective function f (x, z) is minimized. Continuous decisions variables are still represented by x, but Boolean variables Y now describe selection among discrete alternatives. Remaining integer variables are denoted by z. This is preferable, as the conditional constraints r ik (x, z) ≤ 0 corresponding to selection of alternative Y ik can be grouped together and separated from the globally valid constraints g(x, z) ≤ 0 that must hold true for any selection of alternatives. Note that equality constraints are implicitly captured in (GDP) through the use of two inequality constraints. We term these groupings of a Boolean indicator variable with relevant conditional constraints a "disjunct", as they each constitute one term of a disjunction ∨ (logical "OR" relationship). Next, we state that for each disjunction k ∈ K, exactly one of the disjuncts i ∈ D k will be selected, a generalization of the logical XOR ∨. Finally, GDP also allows the explicit specification of logical propositions Ω(Y) = True to describe logical relationships between selection of the discrete alternatives. These logical propositions are key to the modeling strategies addressed later in this work.
GDP offers two major advantages over the traditional MINLP modeling approach. First, it facilitates more intuitive modeling of process decision-making by allowing explicit specification of logical relationships [20] . The grouping of related constraints in disjuncts also helps to keep GDP models more organized. Second, by exploiting explicit logical structure provided by GDP models [21] , advanced solution algorithms can reap benefits in convergence speed and robustness [22] [23] [24] . In this work, we focus on the modeling implications of GDP use.
While long-time practitioners of MINLP modeling approaches may sometimes find logical propositions too verbose, we contend that explicit logic is more readable and better preserves a modeler's original intent. Take for example the logical statement in Equation (1), which may correspond to the following process specification: if we purchase the cheap feed (Y 1 = True), then we will need to install a pretreater (Y 2 = True) or install an additional separation unit (Y 3 = True). That is,
This resolves to the equivalent algebraic constraint in Equation (2), using binary variables y [20, 25] .
Both descriptions are valid, but the logical statement is self-documenting and is much clearer to a new modeler. Expert MINLP modelers are accustomed to automatically preprocessing their formulation to encode relevant problem logic in the algebraic constraints. With GDP, this mental overhead and the associated potential for human error is eliminated. As a result, GDP models promise to be easier to develop and maintain.
Compounding this effect is the fact that mathematical programming is frequently an analysis tool in a larger process design procedure [26] . Business needs and customer expectations are not always initially stated in a form amenable to formulation as an algebraic objective or constraint [27] . A process design problem therefore involves several iterations of reassessing assumptions and adjusting constraints to match new business needs or revised customer expectations. This means that neither the data nor the structure for a model formulation can be regarded as static throughout the design workflow. As a result, the optimization model may be rewritten or revised several times in the course of tackling a single process design problem [28] . Considerations such as environmental/social impacts, safety, and operability may also be added to the model as constraints or secondary objectives. Moreover, multiple versions of the same model are often necessary to trade-off process detail versus model tractability for different process sections, increasing the number of model formulations that must be developed and maintained. By separating model logical structure from the underlying algebraic descriptions, GDP reduces the work necessary to revise a model. In doing so, it aims to advance the state-of-the-art in process design [26, [29] [30] [31] [32] . Later, we also show how GDP can help manage model variants.
GDP can be viewed in a broader context as a logic-based model abstraction layer, facilitating intuitive expression of the discrete decision spaces. These abstractions are a necessary response to complexity [33] , to make mathematical programming capabilities accessible to a broader range of process modelers. The ubiquity of commercial chemical process simulators is attributable to their ability to abstract large-scale mathematical computations from chemical engineering decision-making. They provide a drag-and-drop interface to assemble a process structure and a drop-down menu to pick among standard physical property packages. Similar efforts to provide high-level modeling capabilities underpinned by mathematical programming-such as Egret [34] for power systems design, ICAS [35] for process and product design, MIPSYN [36] for process synthesis, and IDAES [37] for advanced energy systems design-can benefit from the logical abstraction provided by GDP. Note that modeling in GDP does not preclude the use of MINLP solution methods. Instead, it can offer a systematic yet flexible approach to generate the appropriate MINLP formulation via reformulation. For instance, Castro and Grossmann [38] derive several traditional scheduling formulations using standardized reformulations of GDP models.
The two most popular ways to reformulate a GDP model as an MINLP model are the Big-M (BM) [16] and Hull Reformulation (HR) [39] methods. BM and HR trade-off problem size (number of variables and constraints) and the tightness (quality) of the continuous relaxation. Other reformulations are also possible [40] [41] [42] [43] with different tradeoffs in problem size, relaxation tightness, and computational cost to generate the reformulation. In general, multiple valid MINLP formulations exist to describe the same problem logic, and there exists no general way to determine a priori the most tractable formulation [17] . Direct formulation as an MINLP requires the modeler to commit to a single formulation approach, while GDP allows multiple algebraic formulations to be systematically generated from a single logical description, so that the most advantageous variant may be utilized.
Despite theoretical progress, lack of computational tools to support GDP modeling has hindered its adoption in both academic and industrial settings. The GAMS algebraic modeling language [44] provides support for GDP models through its Extended Mathematical Programming syntax, with the ability to generate the BM and HR reformulations. Prior to version 23.7, GAMS also supported solution of GDP models using the LOGMIP 1.0 solver [45] . However, as a closed-source commercial platform, academic interest has been limited. More recently, Pyomo.GDP [46] has emerged as an open-source ecosystem for GDP modeling and development, built on top of the Pyomo algebraic modeling language [47] in Python. As an open-source platform, it has been able to incorporate recent innovations in reformulation strategies [48] and logic-based solution algorithms [22] . Powerful options now exist for formulating and solving GDP models. However, compared to the MINLP literature, relatively few formulation examples exist for GDP. This paper aims to address that gap.
In this paper, we focus on GDP as a modeling tool to manage model variants. We demonstrate its use for two modeling use cases: (1) end-to-end analysis with focus on various portions of the overall process, and (2) a single solution scheme involving use of models at different detail levels. In Section 2, we describe these use cases and their modeling challenges in detail. In Section 3, we discuss application of these techniques on an illustrative example and the resulting implications. We present concluding remarks in Section 4.
Problem Statement
We examine two scenarios in which GDP is useful as a model management platform.
•
Case 1: Generate model variants that focus on various portions of an end-to-end process; • Case 2: Use higher-level (approximate) models to do preliminary analysis, and drill down into increasing model detail for promising options as part of the solution scheme.
In the first case, complex value chains often result in a process being subdivided among major process sections, assigned to different modeling teams. Each of these modeling teams may develop specialized, detailed models that describe decision points and specifications relevant to their portion of the overall process. However, as sequential optimizations of process sections may yield a suboptimal overall result, coordination is necessary. Each section therefore needs to model the secondary impact of their decisions on the rest of the process. Ideally, the detailed models for each section could simply be linked together to produce a single optimization formulation. However, this formulation is often intractably large. Therefore, a less-detailed surrogate is often employed to model nonfocal portions of the process.
Consider an illustrative chemical production process consisting of three sections: procurement, production, and sales, displayed in Figure 1 . We examine this process in more detail in Section 3. Multiple discrete options are available as decision variables for each section, denoted by the Boolean variables Y i , Y j , and Y k for each section, respectively. For procurement, these discrete decisions may describe selection among several available supply contracts from various vendors. For sales, there might exist several sales opportunities corresponding to different customers. In production, selection among various production modes and capital purchases are often key decisions. For our illustrative process, Y 12 = True describes the selection of the second procurement contract, for example.
In typical industrial practice, models at varying detail levels are often developed separately from each other, with interoperability suffering as a result. By making use of GDP, the choice of modeling detail can be integrated within a single framework, allowing related models to be developed in proximity to each other. Note that care should still be taken to define appropriate interconnections between the process sections so that relevant phenomena can be described (e.g., time dependence).
. . . In the second case, a modeler may wish to use approximate models in a preliminary analysis to identify promising candidates among numerous alternatives, then drill down into progressively more detailed representations for remaining alternatives. For chemical processes, making assumptions that restrict temperatures, transport phenomena, or thermodynamic complexity can greatly simplify a model representation. However, variations in degrees of freedom and relevant physical phenomena should be subsequently revisited. In specialized simulation software, provisions for changing the thermodynamic assumptions of a chemical process are commonplace. However, the ability to do so is less common in equation-oriented optimization frameworks. Instead, a new model must frequently be developed at the desired complexity level. With GDP, the imposition or relaxation of these assumptions may be made by setting the value of Boolean variables. For a broader perspective, by imposing the implication that selection of unit u requires its modeling at a low detail level, Y u =⇒ Y low u , we can restrict consideration to the approximate models. Conversely, for a deeper perspective, we can consider only more rigorously modeled alternatives by imposing the use of high detail models Y u =⇒ Y high u .
Note that at high fidelity, some alternatives may themselves involve selection among a discrete decision space. For example, selection of a distillation column in a chemical process may involve deciding on the number of trays. This discrete decision could itself be treated at various levels of modeling fidelity. Fortunately, with GDP, this decision can simply be nested within the higher-level selection as a nested disjunction [49] .
Case Study
To demonstrate the principles of GDP as a tool for model management, we propose an illustrative end-to-end methanol synthesis process example adapted from literature [22] . As previously stated, the process consists of three sections: procurement, production, and sales (see Figure 2 ). Procurement must source the syngas from one of two different vendors, each of which offers a different purity-dependent cost schedule per unit feed. Production must select the optimal equipment configuration and operating conditions (temperatures, pressures, flows, and compositions) to convert syngas to methanol. This includes the discrete decision between single and two-stage compression for both the feed and recycle streams, as well as the choice between a higher-conversion, higher-cost reactor and a cheaper variant. Sales then contracts with one of two different customers, who are willing to pay a unit price that depends on the product purity. Each of these sections may be modeled at a high, medium, and low level of detail. The production section superstructure appears in Figure 3 , with unit 9 as the cheap reactor alternative with low conversion and unit 10 denoting the expensive reactor with high conversion. Amendments to the literature methanol process synthesis model are presented in Appendix C.
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? Figure 2 . Simplified process diagram for the illustrative example. Three sections exist: procurement, production, and sales. In each section, decisions must be made in both discrete and continuous variable domains. Below, we present a generic formulation for an end-to-end techno-economic analysis model and demonstrate how it may be adapted to our methanol synthesis example. In the following subsections, we lay out the relevant sets, parameters, decision variables, and functions before presenting the formulation. We then discuss manipulations of the formulation for both use cases from Section 2.
Sets
The chemical process involves a set of components C, which include the relevant raw materials, reaction intermediates, inerts, and products. For the methanol process, we have feed components H 2 and CO, inert CH 4 , and product CH 3 OH. The process is subdivided into three major process sections I: procurement, production, and sales. Of all possible process section alternatives J, a subset J i ⊆ J is available for selection for each section i ∈ I. In the production section of the methanol process, two of these alternatives are single-stage feed compression, and two-stage feed compression. The process also involves a set of streams K that describe flows of material between process sections. Finally, for each process alternative, a set of modeling detail levels l ∈ L are available. We consider in our example three detail levels: "low", "medium", and "high."
c ∈ C Set of components (feeds, intermediates, inerts, and products) i ∈ I Set of end-to-end process sections j ∈ J Set of process section alternatives J i Set of alternatives available for process section i k ∈ K Set of streams l ∈ L Set of detail levels
Variables
The decision variables include characterization of each process stream k ∈ K: total molar flowrate F k and component molar flowrate f kc for each component c ∈ C, as well as the stream temperature T k and pressure P k . A profit or cost (negative) contribution from each section i ∈ I is given by z i . This, in turn, may be influenced by the contribution ζ ij from selection of alternative j ∈ J i for section i ∈ I. Other continuous state variables x may also be relevant for internal calculations within the alternatives. In the methanol case study, these variables include conversion rates in the reactors and shaft work required in the compressors. Finally, the Boolean variables Y govern selection among the process alternatives and modeling detail levels. Y ij determines whether alternative j ∈ J i is active for section i ∈ I. Y l i determines whether process section i ∈ I is modeled at detail level l ∈ L i . Finally, for each process alternative j ∈ J i in section i ∈ I, Boolean Y l ij determines the modeling detail level l ∈ L ij . 
Functions
The problem-specific variable relationships for the end-to-end process are represented by several functions. The globally relevant constraints g( f , F, T, P, x) describe variable relationships that must be satisfied regardless of discrete selections of the process alternatives or modeling detail levels. These include the linking constraints that equate stream flow properties between different process sections. That is, the exit stream from the procurement section should be equivalent to the inlet stream to the production section. The constraints r ij ( f , F, T, P, x) describe the relationships that are enforced regardless of the selected detail level when alternative j ∈ J i is selected for section i ∈ I. For each section i ∈ I, the constraints h l i ( f , F, T, P, x) describe variable interactions at each detail level l ∈ L i that are relevant regardless of the selected process alternatives. These constraints include potential equality relationships that link different process alternatives in a section with each other. For each of these alternatives j ∈ J i , the constraints s l ij ( f , F, T, P, x) describe the variable relationships at detail level l ∈ L ij . Here are included the kinetic calculations for the reactor conversion, or the shaft work calculation for the compressors. The cost functions are computed using φ l i ( f , F, T, P, x, ζ) at the section level, and ψ l ij ( f , F, T, P, x) for each process alternative. One common interpretation of φ l i ( f , F, T, P, x, ζ) is given in Equation (3), where the section cost is simply equal to the sum of the contributions ζ ij from each alternative j ∈ J i , but more complex relationships are possible. 
Formulation
The overall generic problem formulation is given in Problem (P1). The objective is to maximize the profit, denoted by Z, equal to the summation of profit (or negative cost) contributions from each section i ∈ I. In the methanol process, we consider revenue from the methanol sales, purchase costs from the syngas feed, utility costs for the heaters and coolers, electricity costs for the compressors, fuel credit for the purge stream, and annualized capital costs for equipment purchases.
2) describes global constraints that are enforced independent of any alternative or detail selection. Disjunction (P1.3) governs the selection among the process alternatives j ∈ J i for each section i ∈ I. Disjunction (P1.4) gives the detail level l ∈ L i at which the major process sections i ∈ I are modeled. Implication (P1.5) states that the selection of an alternative j ∈ J i implies the choice of a detail level l ∈ L ij . For each section, the exclusive-OR relationship (P1.6) states that exactly one detail level l ∈ L i is used to model alternative-independent interactions. Similarly, for a selection of process alternative j ∈ J i , Implication (P1.7) governs selection of exactly one detail level l ∈ L ij for modeling each alternative. Implication (P1.8) enforces that selection of a modeling detail level for an alternative implies that the alternative is selected. Other logical propositions are expressed using Ω(Y). Finally, the continuous variable definitions are given in lines (P1.10)-(P1.17).
Note that this illustrative example is meant to give a sense of the complexity that is possible to represent in a process design problem using GDP modeling techniques. GDP modeling easily supports augmentation of the model to consider, for example, methane reforming as another process section. Other process relationships and logical expressions are also possible to include, as the problem demands.
Discussion
The GDP model in Section 3.4 captures both the choice among discrete process alternatives as well as the level of modeling detail used to describe each alternative. The observant reader may note that the MINLP resulting from the reformulation of this GDP is more complex than simply modeling the entire process in high detail. While true, the power of GDP lies in the ability to systematically activate or deactivate entire blocks of related constraints. The intention of formulation (P1) is not to solve the monolithic GDP model, but rather to systematically generate models that trade off fidelity and tractability for different analyses from a single source of truth by imposing the relevant logical implications. As a result, Problem (P1) could be regarded as a parametric optimization in which the modeler prespecifies the values of Y l i to satisfy Equation (P1.6) for each section i ∈ I and provides logical implications to tie selection of an alternative Y ij to selection of the desired detail level Y l ij for each alternative j ∈ J i .
Once these decisions are made, model simplifications driven by logical inference are applied to generate a process model at the desired level of detail for each of its constituent sections. For example, the production team may want to adopt a simplified view of the procurement and sales sections while preserving a high-fidelity view of production section alternatives. To accomplish this, the logical statements in Equation (4) may be appended to the model.
Due to the exclusive-OR-type relationship between different levels of modeling detail established by logical statements (P1.6) and (P1.7), this forces the implied level of detail to be selected for its corresponding alternative or section. Applying standard principles of logical inference [21] , we arrive at the model shown in Problem (P2), with the sets I low = {procurement, sales} and I high = {production}.
Problem (P2) now describes the decision space of the overall process with a focus on the production section. Changing the logical implications in Equation (4), we can easily shift focus in model fidelity to other sections of the process. By imposing different logical relationships on the general GDP model and applying easily automated principles of logical inference, we are able to derive multiple model variants from a single source of truth. Different levels of detail can also be evaluated as a post-solve solution quality check. The modeler can hold constant the production section decisions and increase modeling detail in the other sections to examine impacts of their decision-making on other sections. While this type of analysis may be possible under other engineered frameworks, GDP offers the formalism of an end-to-end perspective that is tied together by mathematical theory.
Solution Strategies
After generating a variant such as Problem (P2), a solution approach may be selected to obtain the optimal decision values. As previously introduced, the BM and HR reformulations to MINLP are the most popular approaches [2] , trading off formulation size versus tightness of the continuous relaxation. The BM formulation for Problem (P2) may be found in Appendix A. For BM, equality constraints in the disjuncts are replaced by their corresponding two inequalities to facilitate relaxation of the constraint. BM results in a smaller problem size, as it does not require the introduction of new variables. However, the use of the Big-M parameter M results in a looser continuous relaxation.
Note that the relaxation may be improved by selecting unique values of M for each constraint [48] . For a tighter continuous relaxation, the HR formulation found in Appendix B may be used. HR requires additional disaggregated variables to be defined for each disjunct, so the problem size may be significantly larger than BM. However, the tighter HR formulation may require fewer iterations to converge. Once the reformulation to MINLP is made, the model can be sent to the user's solver of choice. Direct logic-based decomposition approaches [22, 39] are also possible for solving GDP models, with implementations available in Pyomo.GDP via the GDPopt solver [46] .
We solve the methanol synthesis model described in Problem (P2) and obtain a solution with annual profit of $1.8 million using two-stage feed compression, the cheap reactor, and single-stage recycle compression, see Figure 4 . We can now fix the production section discrete decisions and evaluate the solution at varying detail levels for the procurement and sales sections. The results are given in Table 1 Table 1 . Profit (1000 USD) at the fixed production section design of two-stage feed compression, the cheap reactor, and single-stage recycle compression compared to the profit achievable when the design is allowed to vary. Notice that the solution profit tends to increase at higher modeling details for the feed and sales. This is due to the additional flexibility in adjusting coordinating purity levels across procurement, production, and sales. In the high-detail solutions, a higher purity syngas is purchased to enable production of a higher purity methanol product. The supplier and customer contracts are also selected to facilitate the purity decision. The procurement contract is selected with a higher base cost, but lower incremental cost for improved purity. Conversely, the customer contract is chosen where a higher purity is more valued. Thus, despite an increase in feed cost of $4.3 million vs. $3.4 million in the low-detail solution, the product revenue rises to $10.6 million rather than $7.7 million.
Procurement Detail Sales Detail Fixed Design Best Design
The Problem (P2) solution is also compared in Table 1 to the profit possible when the production section configuration is allowed to change at higher procurement and sales modeling detail levels.
Here, we see that at higher levels of modeling detail, the single stage feed compressor becomes more advantageous, but only by the $50 thousand margin that accounts for the difference in annualized capital cost. In general, this analysis may not be possible, as the formulation for solving all decision degrees of freedom at a high level of modeling detail may be intractable. However, even at a medium level of sales modeling detail, it is possible to notice that the choice of single-stage feed compression may be relevant in the optimal production configuration.
As an illustration of the flexibility of GDP modeling, another solution approach that can be utilized is to emulate traditional process design strategies. GDP model (P1) is compatible with a design analysis akin to the hierarchical decomposition approach described by Douglas [50] , by solving sequentially at different detail levels. First, the overall process (P1) is solved with a low detail level in iteration iter = 0, enforcing the implications in Equation (5) .
The solution to this overview problem gives high-level decisions among the process alternatives and defines the following sets for the iteration iter = 1. Let J 1 i = {j ∈ J i : Y 0 ij = True} denote the selected alternatives from the overview problem from iteration iter = 0. In the next iteration, we enforce for (P1) the implications in Equation (6) such that these alternatives are evaluated at a progressively higher detail level.
The algorithm would terminate at iteration iter = N when all selected alternatives are evaluated at a high detail level: Y high ij = True, ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J i . Note that solutions at lower detail levels can be used to initialize the higher fidelity models for each alternative, aiding in algorithm robustness. The amount of backtracking done by the algorithm to evaluate other alternatives can be tuned by applying a penalty factor to alternatives modeled at lower detail levels.
We apply this algorithm to the methanol synthesis. In the base iteration (iter = 0), all alternatives are modeled at a low detail level. The solution gives a configuration of the cheap reactor with two-stage feed compression and single-stage recycle compression at a profit of $1.1 million. The structure for this solution is identical to that shown in Figure 4 . We increase the modeling detail level for these selections and solve iteration 1.
Solving the low-detail overview problem, we obtain a configuration using the cheap reactor, two-stage feed compression, and single-stage recycle compression, yielding a profit of $1.1 million. We then increase the level of modeling detail for the selected alternatives. Solving again, we obtain a profit of $0.4 million with the expensive feed alternative, the cheap reactor, two-stage feed compression, single-stage recycle compression, and the high-purity sales option. At this intermediate level of modeling detail, the solution profit decreases because physical constraints are more tightly enforced, but not as many optimization degrees of freedom are made available to the solver yet. For some analyses, it may be advantageous for intermediate detail levels to produce a monotonically tightening approximation of the high-detail representation, but we do not address that consideration in this work. At the next iteration (iter = 2), we increase the detail level again, obtaining now a profit of $3.1 million, using the contract with supplier 1, the cheap reactor, two-stage feed compression, single-stage recycle compression, and the contract with customer 1. At this point, the algorithm terminates, as all selected alternatives are modeled at the highest possible level of detail.
Conclusions
In this paper, we present GDP not only as a mathematical modeling framework supporting advanced solution strategies, but also as a modeling tool to organize model variants. We demonstrate through an illustrative case study that GDP is a useful model abstraction that separates algebraic and logical relationships within a process design problem. From a single GDP model capturing discrete design alternatives as well as alternatives in modeling fidelity, variants can be generated to suit the modeling scope and focus for different process sections by specifying appropriate logical implications. As a result, model interoperability is improved, facilitating simplified post-solution validation analysis. Preservation of model logical structure in GDP also offers the modeler flexibility to reformulate the problem as an MINLP or to apply a variety of automated decomposition methods. 
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Appendix A. Big-M Reformulation (BM)
The Big-M reformulation for GDP model in Problem (P2) is presented in Equations (A1)-(A31). All variables' domains for BM are assumed to be a subset of the non-negative real numbers.
Appendix B. Hull Reformulation (HR)
The Hull Reformulation model for Problem (P2) is presented in Equations (A32)-(A70). Note that in HR, the conditional nonlinear functions, Equations (A34), (A55), (A56), (A59), and (A60) use a perspective function formulation. To avoid the singularity at a zero value of the indicator binary variable, various reformulations have been proposed in literature [39, 43, 51] 
x ∈ X ⊆ R n X (A69) y ∈ {0, 1} p (A70) 
